DRAFT AGENDA

Meeting

Wednesday 27 October 2021, 9.00 – 12.00 and 16.45 – 18.45

Brussels

Room: Altiero Spinelli (3E-2) and remote participation

27 October 2021, 9.00 – 11.30

1. Adoption of agenda

2. Chair’s announcements

3. European Gender Equality Week in the European Parliament
   AFCO/9/07456
   • Exchange of views: statements by the Chair and by Gwendoline Delbos Corfield,
     AFCO permanent representative to the Gender Mainstreaming Network

4. Parliament’s right of initiative
   AFCO/9/03616
   2020/2132(INI)

   Rapporteur:
   Paulo Rangel (PPE)

   PR – PE680.845v03-00
   AM – PE696.525v01-00
5. Implementation of the common foreign and security policy - annual report 2021
AFCO/9/07274

Rapporteur for the opinion:
Gerolf Annemans (ID) PA – PE699.061v01-00

Responsible:
AFET David McAllister (PPE) PR – PE696.543v02-00

- Consideration of draft opinion
- Decision on deadline for tabling amendments

6. Implementation of the common security and defence policy - annual report 2021
AFCO/9/07275

Rapporteur for the opinion:
Gerolf Annemans (ID) PA – PE699.060v01-00

Responsible:
AFET Nathalie Loiseau (Renew) PR – PE695.312v03-00

- Consideration of draft opinion
- Decision on deadline for tabling amendments

* * *

27 October 2021, 11.30 – 12.00

Public hearing

7. Hearing on "The Role of a European Electoral Authority"
AFCO/9/07447

- Hearing

Opening remarks by Chair Antonio Tajani and presentation by invited expert:

– Ph.D., D.Litt. Magdalena Bainczyk, University Professor at Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski Krakow University and Chief Analyst at Institute for Western Affairs, Poznan
Exchange of views with Members
(see separate draft programme)

* * *

27 October 2021, 16.45 – 17.45
(continuation of the Hearing)

8. Hearing on "The Role of a European Electoral Authority"
AFCO/9/07447
• Presentation by invited experts:
  – Professor Luciano Bardi, Professor (political science and international relations), European University Institute, Florence
  – Doctor Georg Thiel, Federal Returning Officer and President of the Federal Statistics Office (German Federal Republic), Wiesbaden
Exchange of views with Members and closing remarks by Chair Antonio Tajani
(see separate draft programme)

* * *

27 October 2021, 17.45

9. Study on "Financing of political structures in EU Member States - How funding is provided to national political parties, their foundations and parliamentary political groups, and how the use of funds is controlled"
AFCO/9/07454
• Presentation of a study requested by the Directorate-General for Internal Policies in cooperation with Political Structures Financing Unit, Directorate-General for Finance, and commissioned by the Policy Department for Budgetary Affairs, by: • Mr Quentin Reed, Prague/Czechia and • Mr Tommy Krieger, Centre for European Economic Policy (ZEW), Mannheim/Germany
• Exchange of views with Members

* * *

10. Any other business

11. Next meetings
• 9 November 2021, 9.00 – 12.00 and 16.45 – 18.45 (Brussels)